
 



 

   Welcome to Blankenburg! 

The German Championships in long distance orienteering and the Germa-

ny Cup are one of the highlights, if not the highlight of every orienteering 

season. For this year the  

USC Magdeburg as organizer supported by the SV Wissenschaft Quedlin-

burg took over this task. In addition to the two competitions mentioned 

above, the Junior European Cup and a Sprint-orientiereng will be orga-

nized. The accomplishment of such a big task is surely only possible if  

the whole organizing team can rely on long and extensive experience in 

the preparation and realization of competitions.  

Already at this point, I would like to thank them on behalf of the DOSV for the work they  

have done. 

After competitions had to be cancelled or postponed again and again in the past two years  

due to the Corona pandemic, we are especially looking forward to the upcoming eventful  

orienteering days at the northern edge of the Harz Mountains. 

Hans Joachim Bader 

Präsident 

Deutscher Orientierungssport Verband (DOSV) 

Responsible association 
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   Greeting by the Minister of the Interior and Sport  

   Mrs. Dr. Tamara Zieschang 

Dear participants, contributors and guests of the Junior European Cup, 

the German Championships, and the Germany Cup in orienteering in 

Blankenburg and Halberstadt, 

I would like to welcome you on behalf of the state of Saxony-Anhalt to 

the Harz mountains. With pleasure I have taken over the patronage for 

this sportive event in our federal state. Whether as a popular or top 

sport, orienteering is becoming more and more popular and the hosting of 

such high-ranking national and international competitions contri-butes sig-

nificantly to this positive development. I am glad that the state of Saxony-

Anhalt was able to support the staging. My thanks go to the organizers and 

helpers who, after more than two years of preparation, have made such a 

top-class event possible after more than two years of preparation. 

I wish the more than 1,200 athletes and spectators three successful days of competition and 

exciting races. 

Dr. Tamara Zieschang 

Minister of the Interior and Sports of the State of Saxony-Anhalt 

 

 

   Greeting from District Administrator Thomas Balcerowski  
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   Greeting from the mayor of the town Blankenburg (Harz) 

Dear athletes, dear guests of the town Blankenburg (Harz),  

welcome to our blossom town at the Harz.  

the Dukes of Brunswick and Lüneburg.  

At the beginning of the 18th century mining and metallurgy flourished  

and provided for an economic upswing. In the last days of the 2nd World War parts of Blan-

kenburg were destroyed and rebuilt in the following years. Today the town with its seven dis-

tricts is home to 20,000 people, small and medium-sized enterprises are located here, and 

tourism plays an important role. 

But Blankenburg is also a sports town. For many people, sports are an important part of their 

lives. Our clubs offer their members a wide range of active leisure activities, and sportsmen 

and sportswomen of all ages find the best conditions for both popular and competitive sports 

in Blankenburg. Whether soccer, handball, tennis, table tennis, tobogganing, athletics, bowling 

and many other sports, the offer is wide-ranging. 

Regional and national competitions and championships regularly attract athletes from Germa-

ny and abroad. It fills us with great joy and pride to be able to host the Junior European Cup, 

the German Championship Long distance-orienteering and the German Cup in orienteering. We 

are looking forward to high-ranking competitions. On behalf of the town of Blankenburg 

(Harz), I wish all athletes every success. We would like to offer you the best competition con-

ditions and convince you of our hospitality.  

Your Heiko Breithaupt 

Mayor of the town of Blankenburg (Harz) 

 

 

 

 

 

   Greeting from the Rector  

   of the Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg  

As Rector of the University of Magdeburg, I am pleased that our sports 

club USC "Otto von Guericke" Magdeburg is hosting this year's Junior  

European Cup, the German Championships as well as the Germany Cup in 

orienteering and will be able to welcome so many runners from Germany 

and all over Europe for three days. 

Orientation naturally plays a major role for us as a university, since we are a possible waypoint 

in the lives of young people.  

people. Here, too, various checkpoints have to be passed, and for us as a university it is  

important to support all those interested with a compass, e.g. in study counseling and  

versatile "training", from the choice of studies to the start of a job. In the end, sports and  

studies are all about achieving the goal.  

I wish you all a lot of fun at all runs and maybe you will come by not only in the Harz  

mountains but also in Magdeburg. 

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jens Strackeljan 

Rector of Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg 
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   Greeting from the mayor  

   of the city of Halberstadt 

Dear sportswomen and sportsmen, 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

Being the host of a Germany Cup is always something very special for a 

city. That is why I am very pleased to welcome the athletes, the  

spectators, the organisers and the support staff of the Germany Cup in 

orienteering. 

Halberstadt as the district town of the Harz region already hosted in 2010 and 2012 national 

orienteering races. 

On the weekend around the "Day of German Unity" in Halberstadt and in Blankenburg, you will 

have the opportunity to determine the best of your sport with great skill and fitness. The trails 

offered by Halberstadt's Spiegel and Klus Mountains, which are unique in terms of scenery and 

associated with great tradition, should certainly challenge you. 

The Klusberge present themselves with mystical rock formations like the Klusfelsen, the Fünf-

fingerfelsen and the Teufelsstuhl. These three striking rock formations are unique natural  

monuments, which have always attracted Halberstadt residents and tourists from near and far. 

Remarkable are the cavities carved into the sandstone of the Klusfelsen by human hand, which 

were already used as living space and places of worship centuries ago. 

The Spiegelsberge are located on the southern outskirts of Halberstadt. 

In the middle of the 18th century, these then "Kattfußberge", like the Klus and Thekenberge, 

were still unwooded. In 1771, Ernst Ludwig Christoph Freiherr Spiegel zum Diesenberg  

acquired these Kattfußberge and created a lasting monument for himself by building the  

Spiegelsberge Landscape Park, based on the English model. 

The highlight here is with no doubt the hunting lodge, built between 1780 and 1782 with the 

giant wine barrel in its cellar. Other highlights of the landscape park designed in the tradition 

of the Enlightenment are: the Belvedere lookout tower, the Hermitage with three brick-vaulted 

rooms carved into the rock, the von Spiegel mausoleum and the 22-metre-high Bismarck  

Tower on the so-called “Blankenburg Head”. 

Hope you enjoy the orienteering through our beautiful landscape.  

I also would thank all those involved, especially the USC Magdeburg e.V. as organiser of the 

Germany Cup, for the organisation and support. 

 

 

any greetings, 

Daniel Szarata 

mayor of the city of Halberstadt 
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Dear orienteers, and dear guests 

in the name of the USC Otto von Guericke Magdeburg and the sports 

friends of the SV Wissenschaft Quedlinburg I welcome you most cordially. 

We are overwhelmed that so many have made their way to us, to the ori-

enteering-tradition-rich Harz. We have done everything to create the best 

competition conditions for you for the upcoming 3 orienteering days. 

During the preparation we have received a lot of support, without which 

this big task would not have been possible. For this we would like to thank the institutions on 

all levels from the city to the federal government, many companies and especially many pri-

vate persons! On the competition days we are supported by other sports friends beyond the 

national borders. 

With the takeover of the parallel European Junior Cup, these days will become even more in-

ternational, and we hope it will be an impressive time for everyone.  

Blankenburg is now the venue of national long distance championships in orienteering for the 

fourth time! For the first two days we have chosen "new orienteering terrain" in areas rich in 

history. Fortunately, the forest area for the long distance orienteering has not yet been affec-

ted by the tree damage as much as the Upper Harz. With the relay terrain on day 3 we will  

use the fine-textured landscape at the southern edge of Halberstadt once again after a good 

10 years. 

We hope that we can offer you challenging orienteering, that you will have a lot of fun,  

that you will stay healthy and that you will take home great memories of this weekend. 

 

Gert Schmidtko 

Event director 
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   Schedule 

von bis  

Friday 30.09. Arrival   

06.30  Breakfast in Restaurant Spelhus  

packed Lunch from the Counter in the lobby 

10:00 19:00 Model O Sprint Wernigerode 

17:30  Dinner: FRA, GER, BEL, AUT, EST, CZE  

19:00  Dinner: SWE, DAN, SUI, GBR, NOR, FIN 

20:00  teamleader meeting 

Saturday 01.10. Sprint competition, Blankenburg Altstadt : 

06.30  Breakfast in Restaurant Spelhus  

packed Lunch from the Counter in the lobby 

09:00 09:30 Possibility to enter the quarantine station 

10:00  first Start  

12:00 17:00 Possibility the model event forest 

17:30  Dinner: FRA, GER, BEL, AUT, EST, CZE  

19:00  Dinner: SWE, DAN, SUI, GBR, NOR, FIN 

20:00  teamleader meeting 

Sunday 02.10. long distance, Blankenburg Regenstein castle  

06.30  Breakfast in Restaurant Spelhus  

packed Lunch from the Counter in the lobby 

09:30  first Start  

17:45  last chance to change the name for the relay 

18:00  Evening event with dinner, award ceremony and music  

Monday 03.10. Relay, Halberstadt, Spiegelsberge-Jahnwiese  

06.30  Breakfast in Restaurant Spelhus  

packed Lunch from the Counter in the lobby 

09:00  Start relay 

11:30  Emergency start 

12:30  award ceremony (planned time) 



 

   SITE PLANS 
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Wernigerode 

Halberstadt 

Blankenburg 



 

   BLANKENBURG   SPRINT  
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   General Information 

German championships  

Start numbers / Bibs 

will be used for the Sprint and Long distance 

and the relay competitions. These will be 

handed out with the race documents at the 

ORG office. Safety pins will not be provided. 

The start number has to be worn fully visible 

on the front of the upper body.  

Relay registration 

The registration by name and order of the 

runners registered for the Germany Cup can 

be changed free of charge until the ORG 

office closes at 18:00 on 02.10.2022.  

For the runners who will not be in the  

Nations Relay, they can meet as MIX Relay 

M and W. 
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   BLANKENBURG - BURG REGENSTEIN   O LONG 



 

Electronic punching system 

The punching system SPORT-ident will be 

used. The AIR+ mode is activated. So all SI 

cards can be used and the can be used and 

the SIAC works contactless.  

You need at least SI-Card from no. 9! 

Lending chip: AIR+: 

Live results 

are offered - weblinks to it:   

see www.jec2022.eu and notice board. 

Maps distribution after the competitions 

At all competitions, maps will be handed out 

at the finish line. After the after the competi-

tion, new printed cards will be handed out by 

the nation-teams in the JEC-ORG office. 

Parking 

Information about this can be found at the 

respective competition days and in the site 

plans. 

For the special parking places please use our 

parking tickets. 

Club tents  

Club tents may be set up on Sunday only in 

the designated areas, on Monday there is 

plenty of space for them. 

Award Ceremonies  

The award ceremony for the Sprint and Long 

distance will be in the hall of the HKK hotel 

on Sunday evening. 
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   HALBERSTADT SPIEGELSBERGE  RELAY 
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Catering 

During the competitions on Sunday and 

Monday drinks, snacks and cakes will be of-

fered by regional suppliers. 

Toilets 

Mobile toilets are located in or near the EC 

as well as at the start on Sunday. 

Showers/Washing  

can be done on Saturday and Sunday in the 

gym of the Massenquartier. 

On Sunday and Monday washing facilities will 

be offered from a water container at the EC. 

Cleanliness, garbage disposal  

Please keep the forest, the parking lots and 

the areas in and around the EC and the Mas-

senquartier absolutely clean. There are plen-

ty of collection bins available for trash gene-

rated.  

Please also collect your trash completely be-

fore leaving the camp areas and dispose of it 

in the designated areas.  

Medical care  

If necessary, medical first aid will be provi-

ded at the EC. The medical point is located 

near the finish line. The nearest hospitals are 

in Wernigerode and Halberstadt (emergency 

call 112).  

Sales booths  

On Sunday and Monday the OL- Shops Con-

rad and Sportvogl will be represented in the 

EC with their sales booths.  

Insurances/Disclaimer  

Participation in the competition is at your 

own risk! Organizers, organizers, forest ow-

ners, property owners, forestry and other  

other authorities assume no liability for da-

mages.  

Each participant is responsible for sufficient 

insurance.  

Data protection  



 

   Model events 

Friday 30.09.2022, Sprint  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Start: HKK-Hotel 

10:0—19:00 

 

Saturday 01.10.2022 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parking lot at the bridge between Heimburg and Blankenburg    51.812860, 10.917838  
11:00—17:00 
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   Competition information 

Saturday 1.10.2022, Sprint competition 

Map: „Blankenburg Altstadt“ as of 09/2022 

Scale: 1:4.000, contour interval 5 m bis D/H 45- 

Drawing standard : ISSPROM 2019-2 

Mapping/Drawing : Göran Wendler 

Course setting  Sven Claudius 

Printing:  Digital printing on Pretex paper  

First Start:  10:00 Uhr 

Terrain description 

The competition area consists on the one hand of an urban area on a slope within the 

old city walls with a quite clearly structured street network and  

some winding alleys (the streets are sometimes paved with cobblestones) and on the 

other hand a steeper terrain with a landscape park consisting of meadows and forest 

islands as well as historical gardens. 

Categories 

W18, W20, M18, M20 

Note  

The use of orienteering shoes with Dobb spikes is not allowed. 

Parking 

You can use the parking lot Schnappelberg 8, 38889 Blankenburg (Harz)  

Please put the JEC parking tickets into the car. 

Quarantine (Q) 

All runners have to be at the quarantine station from 09:00 to 09:30. 

Martin-Luther elementary school 

Access: 

Herzogstraße 3, 38889 Blankenburg  

From here the pre-start will be  

-6 min time start. 

The way to the start is marked. 

The luggage 
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Class length Climb Control 

M20 3,2 km 160 m 18 

M18 3,1 km 150 m 18 

W20 2,7 km 135 m 16 

W18 2,7 km 135 m 17 



 

START scheme 

 

Control description 

is located - at the start  

and on the on the  

competition map. 

Orientation start 80 m  

after the start line 

 

After the finish the way to 

the EC is marked (200 m).  

Here you'll find the baggage and water distribution. 

EC 

Aus- und Fortbildungsinstitut des Landes Sachsen-Anhalt, 

Hasselfelder Str. 31, 38889 Blankenburg (Harz) 

51.78690762, 10.96128702 

serves for changing, washing (in the wash rooms) and water dispensing. 

Shower facilities are in the gym of the mass quarters 

Gymnasium Am Thie, Friedensstraße 26, 38889 Blankenburg (Harz) 

General information: 

All roads in the competition area are within a 30 km/h speed zone. Nevertheless, you can ex-
pect busy traffic on the main roads. Please be careful when crossing roads and parking lots 
and watch out for passing bicycles.  The rules of the road traffic regulations must be observed. 
Crowds may gather in areas of tourist interest. Please be considerate and careful when walking 
around corners, gates or culverts. 

Symbol 411 Uncrossable vegetation.  
Hedges are marked with symbol 411. In the area of the historical gardens these are 
partly very low and could be jumped over. This is forbidden and leads to disqualificati-

on. For better recognizability in competition-relevant areas these hedges are partly marked with red-
white barrier tape. 

 

Symbol 518 Uncrossable fence  
With the symbol 518 also fences and railings are shown, which are partly very low and 

could be jumped over or climbed over. This is forbidden and leads to disqualification. For better recog-
nizability in the terrain, fences and railings described above are partly marked with red and white bar-
rier tape. Regarding the passability of these objects only the representation in the map is authoritati-
ve. 

 Symbol 520 Area that shall not be entered  

Areas shown with symbol 520 shall not be entered. In relevant areas where there is no clear 
demarcation to areas that can be entered, the edge of the prohibited area is marked with a 

red and white barrier tape. 

 -4‘ -3‘ -2‘ -1‘ 

 0 SIAC Battery Test (Q) E Entrance 

 1 Clear S Late Start 

 2 Check P Control discription 

 3 SIAC-Check K Map issuepoint 

Z Time 
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Symbol 707 marked track 

In the last part of the competition lanes a 50 m long compulsory course has to be 

completed for all categories. This course is marked on the map with symbol 707 and 

on the terrain with red-white barrier tape as an alley on both sides.  

The end of the compulsory course is marked with a sign "End of marked route“. 

Symbol 708 impassable boundary with symbol 709 restricted area In the 

competition area there are artificial closures of paths and stairs, which are 

marked and stairs, which are shown on the map with the symbol 708 and 

the symbol 709 are shown. In the terrain, the area of symbol 708 is marked with a 

stand + sign. A referee will supervise the closure. 

Representation sign blocking    

On traffic roads, the closure is interrupted in the area of the roadway to al-

low the passage of road users. There will also be passages for pedestrians at 

the stair closures. With regard to passability for competitors, only the re-

presentation on the map is authoritative  
 

Symbol 709 Restricted area with border line 

In the area of the historic gardens, larger areas are marked with symbol 709 

restricted area. In areas without natural boundaries that are relevant to 

competition, symbol 709 is marked with a continuous border line. This 

boundary line is marked in the field with a red and white barrier tape. 

  

Symbol 714 Temporary structures or enclosed areas. 

Outdoor areas of cafes and restaurants are shown on the map with symbol 

714. These areas may not be entered, whether or not the outdoor serving 

areas are operating due to weather conditions.  

 

 

Special Map Symbols: 

 Symbol 313 upright fire hydrant 

 Symbol 419 tree stump or root 

 Symbol 531 park bench 

 

Magnetic North Line Symbol 601 is drawn in the color blue. 
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Sunday 02.10.2022 Long distance 

Map: „Regenstein-Heers“ as of 09/2022 

Scale: 1:10.000,  contour interval  5 m 

Drawing standard:  ISOM 2017 

Mapping/Drawing: Wolfgang Krause 

Course setter: Wolfgang Krause with Team Quedlinburg 

Print: Digital printing on Pretex paper  

Map size: A3 

Terrain description 

The competition area is dominated by the rock castle "Regenstein". The character of the area is 

divided into two parts. The southern part consists mainly of deciduous forest.  

It is mountainous with large and small rock faces and stones made of sandstone.  

The northern area resembles a dune landscape and consists mainly of pine forest. The Runnabi-

lity of both parts alternates from quickly passable high forest to smaller thickets to difficult to 

run underbrush in the form of blackberry patches. 

Classes: 

W18, W20, M18, M20 

EC 

Regenstein Castle and Fortress 

Am Platenberg, 38889 Blankenburg (Harz) 

51.81496879, 10.96074139 

Parking 

Course details 

L
o
n
g
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Class length Climb Control 

W18 6,1 km 290 m 24 

W20 8,4 km 370 m 25 

M18 8,9 km 370 m 29 
M20 10,5 km 420 m 32 
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Distance from EC to start: 1.7 km 

There are 3 portable toilets at the start. 

 

Start setup: 

The control description are 

available at the pre-start; they are 

also on the front side of the map. 

Please note: 

The long courses with many  

controls create long control 

descriptions! 

 

Hints: 

Observe the signature "impassable cliff".  

In case of non-observance there is danger to life! 

Railings along the way and railings on rock faces are not mapped. 

The sandstone cliffs contain many caves. These have been mapped where there is sufficient 

space on the map. 

 symbol: "Vegetation, slow running, good visibility“  

 Predominantly branches after harvester use. 

  Symbol "Vegetation: walk, good visibility“ 

  Symbol "Prominent man-made feature",  

 often benches and metal poles used to Line marking 

 "Prominent vegetation feature" symbol - rootstock; in former wind breaks with   

 a large number of rootstocks, these were not mapped 

  As "Distinct vegetation boundary" the alternative symbol is used 

In the flat, highly articulated terrain, more than one contour line/auxiliary contour line between 

two contour lines were mapped in some areas. 

Harvester aisles exist in many areas of the competition site. The visibility of these aisles alter-

nates between very visible to difficult to see. Where visible, these aisles have been mapped. 

A protected area of pine-lichen forest is located in the center of the map. It is marked as a rest-

ricted area and may not be walked on by competitors. Violation will result in disqualification. 

The area is not marked in the terrain. At the edge of the map there are three other smaller 

restricted areas. These are young plantations. These are also not marked in the terrain and ma-

y not be walked on. 

In the south/southwest of the competition area there is a military object. It is mapped as a 

"forbidden area",  bordered with the symbol "impassable fence"   Crossing the 

fence threatens the use of firearms. The area can be used by competitors up to the outside of 

the fence. 

There are a total of 5 beverage stations in the competition area. These are not located at but at 

places where the runners normally pass between the posts (crossroads, paths, etc.).  

(crossroads, forks) and are marked accordingly on the map. The beverage station immediately 

 -4‘ -3‘ -2‘ -1‘ 

 0 SIAC Battery Test (Q) E Entrance 

 1 Clear S Late Start 

 2 Check P Control discription 

 3 SIAC-Check K Map issuepoint 

  D Direct courses 

Z Time 
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below Regenstein Fortress also offers medical assistance; it is also designated accordingly on 

the race map.  

The access and the leaving of the competition center in the fortress Regenstein is for partici-

pants and coaches only via the access road to the fortress.  

With the exception of the courses M20 all other courses cross this access road. A control  

serves as a catchment for all these courses in front of the road. From the control leads a  

marked route (140 m) leads across the road to the opposite slope. Here ends the route (signs 

"End of marked route" and "End of marked route"). 

At no course the compulsory route leads to the next post, even if a children's post is not far 

away. On both sides of the road is the competition area, i.e. the road must not be left before 

the competition.  

This means that the road may not be left before the competition. During the competition, the 

road may only be crossed via the marked route. If runners are here on the marked route, the 

road will be closed for a short time. We ask for discipline here. Failure to follow these will lead 

to disqualification! 

There were two smaller forest fires in the competition area this year. Both fire areas are not 

shown on the map. In the field they are visible by burnt grass and charred tree trunks. The 

areas can be walked on. In the northeastern fire area, firefighters have drawn some firebreaks. 

To the extent that these are not on corridors, they are not shown on the map. With the  

northeast fire area possibly competitors on the M20 contact.  

Runners on the M20 courses traverse the ridge of the fortifications east of the fortress from 

north to south. Just before the ridge they run into the control "Cave, north side". The cave 

must be exited through the southern exit. The passage is secured by fixed ropes and a 

"mountain guard" comrade. 

All courses have a common end post. This is located on the outside of the castle wall and can 

be seen from inside the castle. The marked route to the finish is 80 m long and leads through 

the so-called "Raubgrafentunnel" into the interior of the fortress. The tunnel is about 15 m 

long. It is difficult to overtake in the tunnel. We ask to run on the right if necessary, so that 

faster runners can pass. 

The whole fortress is under monument protection.  
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Monday 03.10.2022 Relay 

Map: „Spiegelsberge“ as of 09/2022 

Scale: 1:10.000, contour interval 5 m 

Drawing standard  ISOM 2017 

Mapping/Drawing : Wolfgang Krause 

Course setter: Wolfgang Krause und Team Quedlinburg 

Print: digital printing on Pretex paper  

Map size: A4 

Note:  old map: "Spiegelsberge" from 2012,  

 M: 1:10.000 see also maplink 

Terrain description 

The competition area sometimes has the character of a park. The terrain is hilly to mountainous 

and has numerous rock faces. Mixed forest predominates. The runnability of the forest changes 

from fast runnable high forest over thickets to hard runnable undergrowth in the form of black-

berry areas. 

The restricted areas and runners' guides indicated on the map must be strictly observed. 

Kategorien 

Nation M, Nation W 

MIX relays (MIX W, MIX M) are allowed, run out of competition mix. 

EC 

Halberstadt - Jahnwiese/Spiegelsberge 

Spiegelsberge 4, 38820 Halberstadt 

51.87340177, 11.03906518 

Parking:  

street parking in the area of Hans-Neupert-Str./Werner- Seelenbinder-Str.  

51.87710635, 11.05356774  

Only access to the EC via the Halberstadt Zoo, free of charge with a control band on your arm. 

Tents can be set up on the meadow 

Schedule: 

Mass starts: 

 JEC  09:00 h 

 D-Cup  10:00 a.m. 

 D-Cup open, D-Cup frame  10:15 a.m. 

 Pupils D-Cup  10:20 a.m. 

Emergency start  11:30 

Award ceremony approx.  12:30  

Information  

The road leading through the competition area is closed to through traffic. This does not exclu-

de that the few local residents may still use the road. Please be careful! 

https://www.jec2022.eu/images/data/jec/information/JEC2022_Halberstadt_Spiegelsberge2012.pdf


 

Procedure 

The mass starts will take place directly next to the changeover area - see sketch. 

After passing the sight control of the forerunner, the change runner can enter the pre-

changeover area with the stations Delete - Check and SIAC-Check in reasonable time.  

The change maps are provided in cardboard boxes, which are placed on tables. 

The lanes are labeled with the start-no. groups , so that the change runner can find and take 

out his own map very quickly. 

The cards are rolled into a cardboard roll in such a way that the map side faces and only the 

start number is visible. 

At the exit to the pre-changeover  

area the control of the agreement of 

start number andof the start number 

and the card. 

Only if the forerunner is recognizable 

on the compulsory finishing line, then 

the changeover runner may enter 

changeover area 

The change takes place by only then 

the map may be taken out of the from 

the cardboard roll. 

After passing the finish line the finish 

station is punched, after reading the 

card is handed in and the running lane 

must be crossed. The last runner cros-

ses the finish arch. In case of close 

decisions, the referee decides on the 

placement. 
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Bahndaten: 

Class   

W 4,8 km 210 m 

M 5,9 km 230 m 
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